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Abstract 
This paper deals with characterizations for lhe distributional regeneration of general Markov 
chains. In particular, we formulate sufficient conditions for the positive recurrence in terms 
of matrix representations and minorization conditions. As examples we study the distributional 
regeneration f shifts on a finite alphabet and ergodic S-unimodal interval maps. © 1997 Elsevier 
Science B.V. 
I. Introduction 
The concept of regeneration plays a central role in the theory of recurrent Markov 
chains on a countable state space. At the epochs of the successive visits to a fixed 
recurrent state the past and future of the chain are independent. The Markov chain is 
said to regenerate (properly) at these times. 
Among general Markov chains on a measurable space (E, c?), the (strongly aperiodic) 
Harris chains also regenerate properly. This follows from the following minorization 
condition: there is a recurrent set ( '¢ ;~,  an integer k>~ 1, a constant fi>O, and a 
probability measure v on (E,M) such that the following inequality is valid for the 
k-step transition kernel (Pk(x,A);  x ¢: E, A ~ ~):  
P/ ' (x ,A )~f iv (A)  fo ra l lxEC,  A~.~.  ( I .1) 
Assuming strong aperiodicity, which means k 1, independent blocks can be con- 
structed using a simple coin tossing argument. At every visit by (X,,) to C a fi-coir~ 
is tossed. With "head" the next move happens according to the probability mcasurc 
v(.), whereas with "tail" according to (1 f i ) - l (Pk (x , . )  v(.)). It follows that Markov 
chain (X,; n 0, 1,2 . . . .  ) re qenerates proper O' at the random times marked by the oc-- 
currences of heads (see e.g. Athreya and Ney, 1978: Nummelin, 1978, 1984: Meyn 
and Tweedie, 1993). 
Conversely, it is easy to see that every properly regenerative Markov chain is recur- 
rent in the sense of Harris. Because of this and (1.1) it follows that Markoc chain., 
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with singular transition probabilities never are Harris recurrent (except in some trivial 
cases which can be directly reduced to the case of countable state space). 
In his pioneering work on regenerative processes, Smith (1955) introduced a weaker 
type of regenerativity called equilibrium process. Subsequently, this concept has found 
use under different names (wide sense regeneration, weak regeneration) in various 
applications (for a review, see Sigman and Wolff, 1993). Since in an equilibrium 
process only the distribution of the process regenerates, we will here use the term 
distributionally regenerative process. 
The present paper contains two main results. The first one (Theorem 2) character- 
izes distributional regeneration i terms of representations with the aid of a recurrent 
stochastic matrix having countable index set. This permits the use of the theory of 
countable Markov chains in the analysis of general distributionally regenerative Markov 
chains (DRMCs). As an illustration of this technique we present a simple proof for 
the basic stationarity and convergence r sults concerning DRMCs (Theorem 1). 
The second main result (Theorem 3) introduces a suitable minorization condition 
for DRMCs, a tool which has proved its success previously in the analysis of Harris 
recurrent Markov chains (cf. the discussion in connection with the inequality (1.1)). 
The minorization condition together with the matrix representation will be used as a 
device to characterize the positive recurrence of a DRMC (Theorems 4 and 5). 
We will illustrate the theory by studying two examples from the class of deterministic 
Markov chains which form the extreme case as regards to the singularity of their 
transition probabilities. First, we consider the one-sided shift on a finite alphabet. Here 
our approach provides a simple proof for Ruelle's Perron-Frobenius theorem as well as 
for related convergence r sults. The second example deals with interval maps (ergodic 
S-unimodal maps having positive entropy). 
2. Characterizations for distributional regeneration 
Let (Xn; n = 0, 1 .... ) be a Markov chain on a locally compact opological space E 
equipped with its Borel-a-field ~. The transition probabilities of (Xn) are 
P(x,A) -- P{X~+I ~AlYn=x},  xCE, AEN.  
We assume that there is a Radon measure p on (E, ,'~) such that fp(dx)P(x,  .) ~ I~('). 
/~ is called the reference measure. ,~+ denotes the set of non-negative measurable 
functions on E. The elements of N+ will be called densities. If v E N+ and f v dp= 1, 
we call v a probability density. We denote by cg+ the set of lower semicontinuous 
densities and by ~1 the subset of cg+ consisting of probability densities. 
The dual operator L~:,N+---+ ~+ of P is defined in the usual manner as the Radon- 
Nikodym derivative 
A~'v(y) = / v(x)lJ(dx)P(x, dy)/#(dy), v E ~+. 
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Throughout his paper we assume that S is a co-Feller operator, i.e. it preserves the 
cone r6+: 
£fv ~ ((~ ~ whenever v E (6+. 
We will call a countable subset ~= {,qi; i cS}  of (6t a base for the cone (g~ if for 
each v E (0+ there exist numbers ~ = :q(v)>~0 such that 
= Z gi,qi. (2. I ) V 
i 
Note that for (~ to be a base it is sufficient that (2.1) holds for all continuous densities 
v with compact support. Also note that i f  v is a l.s.c, probabil ity density then the 
numbers :(i form a probabil ity distribution on the countable index set S of ~6'. 
Definit ion 2.1. An  increasing sequence 0 ~z0 < Zl < ' of  integer valued random vari- 
ables such that %, rl  to, z2 - z l ,  ... are independent and zl - r0 ,  r2 - r t  . . . .  arc 
identically distributed, is called a renewal process. The Markov chain (X,,) is called 
distributionally regenerative i f  there is a renewal process (%, z] . . . .  ) such that 
(i) z0, rl .... are randomized stopping times for (X,,) (see e.g. Nummelin, 1984, p. 
31 ), and 
(ii) for every initial density v E g l  of X0 the probabilities 
v(A)-- P{X, EA I "c0 =n 0 . . . . .  "Ci_ I r / i _ l ;  "C i t /}  
are free of v, i, no, ..., hi-i, tl. 
I1; moreover, the conditional expectation E[rl I t0- -0]  is finite, then (3,,,) is called 
positive recurrent. (32,,,) is aperiodic if (ri) is so. 
Remarks. (i) The new feature in our definition is the demand of distributional rcgen- 
erativity for all l.s.c, initial densities v of (X,,) (cf. Smith, 1955). 
(ii) The concept of proper regeneration (referred to in the introduction) is stronger 
in that also the past history X0 . . . . .  X,, i is included in the conditional probability in 
the expression of v. 
Our first theorem lists the basic stationarity and convergence results which are valid 
for a DRMC. Although these results belong to the "folklore" we shall provide a proof 
after Theorem 2 to illustrate the use of the matrix representation. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that (X,) is a DRMC. Then 
~"c  f"~!' ---+ 0 in Ll(lO-norm 
jor  all ~;, v' ~ (g I. Under positive recurrence, there is an invariant probabilio: tier~sit)' 
p c r61 sati.~f'ving 
2~p p. 
Moreot,er, under positive recurrence and aperiodiciO'. 
U"v ~ p in Ll(lO-norm. 
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One of our central concepts will be representation with a recurrent stochastic ma- 
trix. The precise definition is as follows: 
Definition 2.2. Let Q = (qij; i , j  E S) be a stochastic matrix with a countable index set 
S, i.e. qij >~0 and ~j~j qij = 1 for all i. Q is said to represent he operator L_w if there 
exists a countable base ~ = {9i; i E S) for the cone ~+ such that 
~(:]i = Z qijgj for all i ~ S. (2.2) 
jEs 
Q is called recurrent if S can be decomposed into one irreducible recurrent class R 
and a transient class T such that absorption from T into R is certain. If (2.2) holds 
with Q recurrent hen d is said to admit a recurrent matrix representation. 
Recall that a recurrent stochastic matrix Q has a unique invariant row vector 
satisfying ~Q= ~ and supported by R. Moreover, since absorption from T into R 
is certain, the only column vector h =-(hi, i E S) satisfying the harmonicity condition 
Qh = h and the boundary conditions 0 ~< hi ~ 1 for all i E S, hj ~-  1 for all j ~ R, is equal 
to the trivial solution h ~ 1. 
Note also that, without demanding recurrence, the representation problem is trivial. 
Namely, by (2.1) we can always write an expression (2.2) with Q stochastic. (Just set 
q i j -  ~j(5°9i)). Henceforth, we will be interested only in the case where the represent- 
ing matrix Q is recurrent. 
We shall regard the base ~ = {gi; i E S)  as a column vector g C ZI sxl. So we will 
write formulas like (2.1) and (2.2) simply as 
v = ~g (2.3) 
and 
•9  = Qg, (2.4) 
respectively. Iteration of (2.4) gives 
S"  9=Qng,  n=O, 1 . . . . .  
For an arbitrary probability density v with base representation (2.3) we then have 
Snv=Yn(~g)=~Sqng=~Qn 9 for all h~>0. 
So in this sense the action of  S on cgi is represented by the action of  the matrix Q 
on stochastic vectors ~ indexed by S. 
The concept of matrix representation plays an important role in the duality theory 
of Markov chains and processes (see e.g. Liggett, 1985; Diaconis and Fill, 1990). In 
this theory the representing matrix is usually transient. For an earlier work on recurrent 
type of representation see Berbee (1987), where the so called infinite memory MCs 
are studied. 
The following theorem states that recurrent matrix representation and distributional 
regenerativity are equivalent concepts. 
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Theorem 2. The operator 5° can be represented u'ith the aid of  a recurrent matrix Q 
!f and only ([" the Markov chain (X~) is distributional/y re qenerative. The representin¢t 
matrix Q is positive recurrent (resp. aperiodic) i f  and on O, (f the Markoc chain (A;,) 
is positive recurrent (resp. aperiodic), q/J Definition 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. First we have to recall the main result of Nummelin (1994), 
which states that distributional regeneration is equivalent to renewal representation. 
A sequence 06,; n = 0, 1 . . . .  ) C [0, 1] is said to be a renewal sequence, if there exists 
a probability distribution (b~) on {1,2 . . . .  } such that the renewal equation system 
ii 
uo = 1, u,, Z bmu ...... for n ~> 1, 
m I 
holds true• The operator S is said to have a renewal representation if
(i) there exist a renewal sequence (u~), a continuous probability density w ~ ~'l with 
compact support, and I.s.c. densities w0, wt , . . .  E~6+ such that 
/t 
f "w=~u ...... Wm for all n>~0 
m 0 
and 
(ii) for an arbitrary probability density v c~l  there exist a probability distribution 
(a,,(v); n=0,1  . . . .  ) on N -{0 ,  l . . . .  } and a sequence (t:,; n 0,1 . . . .  )C~e;, of 
1.s.c. densities (both depending on v) such that 
11 
U"r  = v,, + ~ am(V)5(~"-mw. 
m 0 
Further we need to recall (Nummelin, 1991) that renewal representation is equivalent 
to the following set of formulas, called a filling scheme: For each 1.s.c. probability 
density v there exist a probability distribution (a,(v); n O, 1 ... .  ) on ~ and 1.s.c. 
densities v0, vl . . . .  depending on v such that 
v = ao(v)w + vo, 
~% = al (v)w + vl, 
~v,, i a,,(v)w + v,, 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that ao(v) 0 so that v0 = v. 
Let us denote 
:~ n 1 
&,(v) - -  Z am(v)= 1 -  ~ am(v), 
ol tl m--O 
r,,(v)-- A,,(v) la,(v), 
~,, - A , ,+.  (v ) -  I v,,. 
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Then clearly 0~<r,(v)~< 1, and each ~, is a probability density. Using these new vari- 
ables we can write the above filling scheme in the form 
~,Pg,_ l=r, (v)w+(1-rn(V))gn,  n ) l .  (2.5) 
After these preliminaries uppose now that (X,) is distributionally regenerative. Let 
v be the initial density. By the previous discussion we then have the filling scheme 
(2.5). Let a30={gio; i=0 ,  l .... } be a fixed countable base for Z+. Now, set v equal 
to some base element gio E (frO in (2.5). Let us denote by ri~ and gin the quantities 
r,(v) and g,, respectively, when v is equal to gio (for each i). The probability density 
w can be written as a convex combination over the base f¢0, 
W = Z )~J'Yjo, 
J 
where 7 is a probability distribution. With this notation (2.5) becomes 
2/'gi,=ri,,7+l ~ ;;jfJjo +( l  -ri,,+l)gi, n+l, n>~O. (2.6) 
J 
We now set S={( i ,n) ;  i EN ,  0~<n<N,.} whereNi - -min{n~>l;  r i ,= l}  i fr i ,  1 
for some n and N i -  oc otherwise; and define a stochastic matrix Q indexed by S as 
follows: 
qin,jo - -  Vi, n--I )'j, 
qim(i.n+l) z | -- Pi, n+l~ 
q#,,jm ---- O, otherwise. 
Now the scheme (2.6) becomes 
~l°"(Jin ~ Z qin, jmgjm. 
(j,m) 
But this means that c~, can be represented with the aid of Q. 
It is an easy task to prove that Q has the desired irreducibility and recurrence 
properties. To this end, let (Z,,) be a Markov chain with state space S and transition 
probability matrix Q. Clearly, the probability of getting from an arbitrary state (i,n) 
into the subset N x {0} first time in m steps is equal to the product 
( 1 - ri,,,+l ) " "  ( 1 - ri. n+m--I )ri.,~+m a,,+m. 
An+l 
Summation over m gives 1. Hence, an eventual transition into N x {0} from anywhere 
is certain. Associated with each transition into N x {0} the conditional probability of 
coming to a particular state (j, 0) E N × {0} is equal to 7j, and, thus, all states (j, 0) 
with 7j >0  are recurrent. In fact, it is easy to see that the set of recurrent states is 
equal to 
R={( j ,n ) ;  ),j>0, n<Nj}.  
Suppose now, conversely, that the operator 5( ~ can be represented with the aid of  a 
recurrent matrix Q. We will show that S has a renewal representation. As before, let 
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(Z,,) denote a Markov chain with transition probability matrix Q. Let us represent the 
iterates Q" as a delayed renewal sequence (see e.g. Nummelin, 1991, formula (1.2)). 
Suppose that the recurrent class R contains a state denoted by the symbol 0. We can 
write 
(n) 
qoj (u * vi),,, (2.7) 
and in general 
(n) (n) 
qu ="q i /  + (ai * U * Vj)n, 
where 
oql} ') -- Pr{Z,, =j ,  T(0)>n I Zo =-i}, 
T(0)-" inf{n >0;  Z, = 0}, 
a,m -- Pr{ T(0) = m [Zo = i}, 
u,, - ql::),, 
~ii,, - Pr{Z,, = j ,  T(1 )>n lZ  o =0},  
T (1 ) - in f{n~>l :  Z,,=0}, 
and the symbol "*" denotes convolution 
(a t. * It * ~[i),, z' ~ aimUn_m_sVjs" 
?11, S 
Since 
5~,,,g = Qng, 
we obtain from (2.7) 
Sn.qo = ~ (n) 
qoi gi 
J 
= ~ (u * v / ) ,g /  
/ 
= (u • v),,g. 
If we choose w = go and w, = v,g we can write this in the desired form 
~Pnl~" ~ bl * W n. 
Let now c E c~l be an arbitrary probability density having base representation 
= ~ics  ~i(v)gi = ~g. We obtain 
J~"(r) = ~S"g  
-- c~Q" g 
= ~Q~")g + c~(a • u • v)~g 
- t:~ + (a  * . .~( )w)n ,  
248 
where 
and 
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an(v) - ~a,,. 
This completes the proof of the equivalence of distributional regeneration and recurrent 
matrix representation. 
The proof of simultaneous positive recurrence or aperiodicity is obvious and is there- 
fore omitted. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let 7r denote an invariant row vector for Q, and let p be the 
density 
p - ~g c c6+. (2.8) 
Now by (2.8) and (2.4) 
Yp = S( r rg )  = 7c5e~c t = ~zQg = lrg = p. 
Hence p is an invariant density for 50. 
Moreover, if Q is aperiodic and positive recurrent having a unique invariant proba- 
bility vector rc then for any initial density v ~ %: 
15e'v Pl = I:~Q"g - ~gl 
~< I~O" - ~[g. 
By integrating both sides w.r.t. # and using Orey's total variation convergence theorem 
for countable Markov chains (see e.g. Nummelin, 1984) we obtain 
] l~"v - p]]L,~l,)<.lr~O"-- 7rl]/~-+0 as n--,oc. (2.9) 
Extension to general v ELl(#) follows from Lusin's theorem. [] 
Theorem 3 will provide a sufficient condition for distributional regenerativity in terms 
of a minorization condition. 
Theorem 3. Let  ~ -- {gi )  be a countable base for  c6+. Suppose that there is a constant 
fl > 0 and probabil i ty density w E % such that for  every gi 
~.~mg i ~ flW fo r  some integer m = mi >- O. (2.10) 
Then (Xn) is distributionally regenerative. 
Remark. Theorem 1 improves the similar earlier result of Nummelin (1991, Corol- 
lary 5.1) in that the minorization condition is required to hold only for some m- -mi  
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rather than all m >/mi. A related, more complicated condition is given in Nummelin 
( 1994, Theorem 4.1 ). 
Proof of Theorem 3. We shall construct a recurrent matrix representation for U. Let 
us denote the base elements by gio, i E ~J, and suppose that the density w appearing 
in the minorization condition has the representation 
~ .... ~ 7i,qio. 
Writing mi - m( ~Ji~, ) we obtain 
~" gi,, >~ [fly. (2.1 I ) 
Since we can replace w by Sw and hence mi by mi + 1 there is no loss of generality 
in assuming that mi >~1 for all i. Let us define 
,~lin "~- cJgn,qio for /l < m i. 
By (2.11) the element 
is a l.s.c, probability density. Let its base representation be ~ ~i.qjo where (~,i; i , /~  S)  
is a stochastic matrix. As the index set ,~ for Q we take {(i,n): i~  ~, 0~<n<mi/ .  Q 
is defined by 
qio.il : " " " q( i .m-2) , ( i ,m;- I  ) 1, 
q(~ .... i).j0 = 1~;'/+ (1 - [~)u+ 
qi,,./,,, = 0 otherwise. 
For the associated base we take {gi,,; iE:_~, 0~<n<mi}. (This collection is a base, 
because it contains the base f~.) It is easy to see that we have the desired relations 
-(/'~Ji, Z qi,. im ~,lim" 
( l ,  m ) 
There remains to prove the irreducibility and recurrence of Q. Note that for 0 ~< n < m, 
we have 
ql;::/o ''~ :/~:,j + (l -/~)~i/. 
Thus, there is a probability of at least fi;:i for a transition ( i ,n )~( j ,O)  in m, n steps 
Note that [~;'/ is independent of (i,n). ]'his shows that an eventual transition fron, 
anywhere to a state ( j ,  0) with 7 />0 is certain. Thus such states ( j ,  0) are recurrem 
(as well as, then, are the corresponding "higher level" states ( j ,n) ,  n= 1 . . . . .  m i -  I). 
( / )>0 for some 1~>1 and some It is easy to see that in fact all states (k ,n)  with 2~/< 
recurrent ( j ,  0) are recurrent. [] 
The following theorem gives a criterion for positive recurrence. To this end suppose 
that the minorization condition (2.10) holds true. It is convenient o assume that w 
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belongs to the base {,qi} as the base element 9o =w.  (Otherwise, we simply augment 
the base with w and possibly reindex.) Expressing for each i the function ~tn'g i --flW 
as a weighted sum over the base {9i} we obtain the following equivalent formulation 
for (2.10): 
~f~migi= ~-~Tijgj, i cS ,  (2.12) 
jcS 
for some stochastic matrix F = (Tij; i, j c S) and constant //> 0 satisfying 
7io>lfl for a l l i cS .  (2.13) 
Theorem 4. Suppose that in addition to (2.12) and (2.13) we have 
SUp Z ~ijmj < (30. (2.14) 
iC5 jES 
Then (X,)  is a positive recurrent DRMC. 
The proof of Theorem 4 is based on the following simple lemma for Markov chains: 
Lemma 2.1. Let (Zn) be a Markov chain with countable state space S and transition 
probabilities 
qij = P{Zn+, = j  I z. = i}. 
Let C be a subset o f  S and 
Zc - min{n t> 1: Z. c C}. 
Suppose that sup/E(zc[Zo = i )<oo and for  some state, say 0 E S, and for some con- 
stant fl > 0 
qio >~ fl for all i E C. 
Then (Z,)  is a positive recurrent Markov chain. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let 
T(1)-- min{n ~> 1: Zn =0}, 
z~c m) - the  time of the ruth visit by (Zn) to the set C, 
M--  min{m~> 1" Z~,~,}+l =0}. 
Then zo~<Z~t) + 1, and E(Z~c M) IZo : i )  is bounded over i by Wald's lemma (cf. e.g. 
Nummelin, 1984, Lemma 5.2). [] 
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Proof of Theorem 4. Let (Z,,) be a Markov chain on S -{(L  n); i£  N, 0~<n<m,} 
governed by Q defined by 
qiO, i l " " " = q( i ,m, -2 ) , ( i .m, - I  l 1 ,  
q( i .m-  I ),jO = " '  
q,,,./,,, 0 otherwise. (2.15) 
Hence, in particular, 
z, ~ {(j,0); j ~ s}, 
whenever 
ZoCC-  {(i, m i -  1); iCS} .  
l fZi  (j, 0), then re=m/ .  Hence by (2.15) 
E(r<. 1 zo (i, mi - 1)) = ~ 7,7mi. 
i 
By (2.15) and (2.13) 
q i i .m 1) (0,0) = )'io J"/~- 
So the hypotheses of the Lemma are satisfied. 
The final assertion ow follows from the equivalence of distributional regenerativity 
with matrix representation. [] 
It turns out that a higher moment condition than condition (2.14) of Theorem 4 will 
imply faster total variation convergence towards the invariant density. We shall restrict 
ourselves to polynomial rates. The basic reference tbr the polynomial rates tk~r positive 
recurrent countable Markov chains is Pitman (1974). We could as well consider other 
rates; in this case we could lean on the articles by Hordijk and Spieksma (1992) 
(geometric rates) and Lindvall (1979) (general rates). 
An irreducible positive recurrent stochastic matrix Q governing the transitions of a 
Markov chain (Z,) is called recurrent o f  de.qree r if 
E(~c',IZ~, i )<90 fo rsomei~S ( r , -min{n~>l :Z ,= i}) .  
In this case, 
n' I(q~.,,) _ 7r)-+0 in /1-norm (Pitman, 1974). (2.16) 
Theorem 5. Suppose that in addition to (2.12) and (2.13) we hate 
K-" 
sup Z.., , , ( jm/  OC. < 
iES i C_ .S" 
Then (X,) is a DRMC, positive recurrent q/ degree r, and we hate 
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Proof. Clearly distributional regeneration and positive recurrence of degree r is equiv- 
alent to a representation with the aid of a stochastic matrix Q which is recurrent of 
degree r. 
There is an obvious criterion in terms of the boundedness of the expectation of z~, for 
the recurrence of degree r of a stochastic matrix Q (cf. our Lemma 2.1 and Nummelin 
and Tuominen, 1983, Lemma 3.1). Using this and imitating otherwise the proof of 
Theorem 4 proves the first claim. 
The rate of convergence result follows directly from the inequality (2.9) and from 
(2.16). [] 
3. Smoothness criteria for positive recurrence, transfer operators 
The criterion (2.14) of Theorem 4 for positive recurrence although simple is still not 
concrete enough to be directly applicable. In practice, the base {,qi} appearing in the 
minorization condition often comes from a refining sequence of partitions of the space 
E. It turns out that then the condition (2.14) transforms to a smoothness condition for 
the functions ~mi~]i, i ¢ S. 
We equip the LCCB space E with a compatible metric. Let j(m), m 0, 1 .... be 
a sequence of countable measurable partitions of (E, ~)  satisfying the following three 
conditions: 
(3.1) o ¢(m+l)  refines at(m), i.e. each element of ,if(milS a countable union of 
elements of j(m+l), 
(3.2) sup{diaml; I E j(m)} ,[ 0 as m--+ oc, 
(3.3) #(c31)=0 for each IE  U J(m). 
m 
Let ,j(m)= {ilm),i~m) .... } and let gmi be the (modp) indicator of / i  u') nonned to a 
1.s.c. probability density. By the assumptions (i)-(ii i), the family {gmi; m)O, i>~ 1} 
is a base for g'+. Furthermore, we assume that 
~mgmi ~flW for all m, i. 
There is no loss in assuming that w equals one of the base elements, say w (-t,,j,, so 
that we have 
°~°mgmi ~ flgn,d,, for all m, i. 
The smoothness of a 1.s.c. function f E ~+ can now be quantitatively defined. Let 
f (o)  -- 0 and 
f ( " ) -  sup{u c c6'+: u is J(n)-measurable and u~<f (mod #)}. 
Then 
f(,n T f  pointwise a.e. and hence in LI(#). 
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We will call .f regular if 
£ / ' ( f - . f ( " ) )d l t<~xx 
n=O " 
A family {./)} C :~+ is called unijormly regular if 
/ ' ( j i  f I")) d/z < ~c. sup -- ,-i 
i 
It 
We have the following criterion for positive recuwence: 
Corollary 3.1. With the above assumptions on the partitions .S l''') and on the as.voci- 
ated base {,g,,,~}, (f the.family {Smgm~; m>~0, i>~ 1} is un([brmly regular then (X,,) 
is a positil:e recurrent DRMC. 
Proof. In order that Theorem 4 could be applied we have to find a representation 
c~m~,q,m ~ ]'mi,,u,gni, 
n, I
such that for some n<,,j<, 
]',,,i,,,,..i, >~[~ for all m,i 
and 
sup ~ #l?ntLn. 1 ~ OC,. 
/H. I 11, i 
Since ./u,) is a refinement of , /u '  i), the difference ./u,I ./i,,-ll is ./<"Lmeasurable 
and, hence, can be written (uniquely) in the form 
.f(,,! ./.~,, I )= ~-]~':%ig,,i, (3.4) 
i 
where ~,,i : :%i(,f)>~O. In particular, we have 
,V ,\ 
1<"' = Z u""'-.f<" ")-- ? .  Z :<,,,g,,,, 
It = I #1 : I / 
n =1 n~l I 
and 
/ ( f  - . / Ix>) d/~ 
,Y=O 
zzz  = ~ ~.ig,/dy = :%i 
'V '  ' n :"~, I '\" n>.V  i 
££ H S(n/. 
n=l i=l 
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Thus, regularity of f is equivalent to the condition 
oc  
n=l  j 
Let 7m~,,i- Ognj(°5~mgmi), see (3.4). The assertion ow follows from Theorem 4. 
if 
[] 
Let r~>l be an integer. A family {fi} C qg+ is called uniformly regular of degree r
sup Z nr- 1 
i Jl 
f ( f ,  - f,("~)du < ~.  
Corollary 3.2. With the assumptions of Corollary 3.1, /f the family {~(~mgmi } is uni- 
formly regular of degree r then (X,,) is a DRMC, positive recurrent of degree r. 
Proof. This result follows from Theorem 5 in a similar manner as Corollary 3.1 fol- 
lowed from Theorem 4. [] 
If f is a 1.s.c. probability density of the form f = Z l e% where g0:E--~ N U {-oc} 
is lower semicontinuous and Z is the norming constant, hen clearly .fin) = Z-~e~,'"~ and 
we can estimate the smoothness of f as follows: 
/ ( f  - f("))dl~ = / (1 -  e-('P-~'"")f dct 
<~ /(v) - qo(n))f d/~ 
~< Var ~n) (p, 
where 
Var(n)(qo) := sup {osc ~o: IC~¢ (')} 
("osc"="sup,  - in f " )  . (3.5) 
Thus we obtain the following corollary to Theorem 6: 
Corollary 3.3. Suppose that 
~(~m gmi = Zmi e~°''" 
and for some no 
sup ~ Var (n) @mi < 0(3. 
nl, l n ~> n,, 
Then (Xn) is a positive recurrent DRMC. 
For stronger ates we have the following further corollary of Corollary 3.2: 
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Corollary 3.4. With the assumpt ions  oJ' Corolkt  O, 3.3, 1.'/ 
sup Z nrVar(n) q~mi <oo,  
m, t 
l1 > tl 
then (X , )  is a DRMC, posit ive recurrent o f  degree r. 
Now let S be a f in i te set equipped with the discrete topology and let E=-:-S ':~ be 
equipped with the product topology and associated Borel-~7-algebra ~.  Let a denote 
the shift: 
, : oc  • -Pc  
c;(t o ) t~  for 1 o =( io ,  il . . . .  )CE .  
Let ~p be a l.s.c, function from E into It~U -~}.  The transfer operator  U U, c, 
associated with ~p is defined by 
5"![( i7 ) = Z e"(i'7 ).f(i~7 1' .[ 'e c{,i~. (3.6) 
i,,~S 
Since ~p is l.s.c, so is 5~f. 
A standard compactness argument based on Schauder's fixed point theorem (see e.g. 
Bowen, 1975) gives a positive eigenvalue ). and corresponding eigenmeasure I~for the 
adjoint operator Y~* of c~: 
t~*/t  = ).It. 
By subtracting the constant log2 from (p we can assume, without loss of generality. 
that 2 1, i.e. S*/~ =/~. But this means that 5" is a co-Feller Markov operator. 
The construction of an eigenfunction h for ¢S is usually a more complicated task 
(Bowen, 1975, p. 14). For this, the matrix representation seems to provide a simple, 
proof. To this end, let ._¢(') denote the partition 
.;~("') = {.J(i,~' '); i[~ ' E Sin}, 
where 
~;.m--1 .m--I .m--l] 
• z t ;  o ) - -  { j  EE ;  Jo = lo  *" 
Clearly, the sequence ( J ( ' ) )  satisfies the conditions {3.1)-(3.3). Also note that the 
variation of (p as defined in (3.5) is now given by 
-n-I / Var t'' ~ (p sup OSC{ (D( J'o ~x:' ): j,;f-1 = lo js 
Letting 9i'; ' denote the indicator of the cylinder determined by i~[-I and normed to 
a probability density we see from the definition of 5/' that 
.~c ee,,,jk . . . .  ) ~,lk,;" '0o ) =Z-1  -~,  
where Z is the norming constant and 
dpm " q) + (p o ~r + . . . + qo o c, m I. 
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Clearly, 
VartX) Cl)m(k m 1.) ~ VartX+m) l~m(.) 
~< Var (N+m) (p + Var (x+m-1) (p + • .. + Var (x+l) q) 
~< ~ Var (') ~p. 
n>N 
Hence, the criterion of  Corollary 3.3 is satisfied if 
~ EVart~)(p= ~(n-no)Var(n)q)<oc. 
N>~n,, n>N n>no 
So we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 3.5. Suppose that Jbr some no, 
n Var (') (p < oc. 
/ / - -n  0 
Then the transfer operator S : ~p has a unique eigenfimction h satisfying 
5#,h = 2£ f h d# : 1. 
Moreover, 
).-l Y"  f ---+ ( / f d#)h in Ll(Iz)-norm as n--+ ~ Jbr all fEL I ( /~) .  
Similarly, Corollary 3.4 and Theorem 5 imply 
Corollary 3.6. Let L/? be the transfer operator defined by (3.6). Suppose that 
~c 
E nr (D < OG Var (,,) 
l l--1 
for some no. Then 
n r l ()~-~5~"f-(/ ,)Cd#)h)---~O asn---+oo 
in Ll(#)-norm Jbr all f CLl(l~). 
4. Distributional regeneration of S-unimodal interval maps 
As is well known (see e.g. Bowen, 1975) transfer operators of the type considered in 
Section 3 can be interpreted to represent the evolution of  uniJormly expanding maps, 
the simplest of  which are maps defined on an interval. 
In this section we shall take a certain class of  non-uniJormly expanding maps under 
consideration. It turns out that then the verification of the minorization condition will 
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be considerably more diffficult. The difficulties are caused by the fact that for a non- 
uniformly expanding map the iterates ~" '9  of a base element .q rnay very well never 
"cover" any given fixed "small density" fiw. However, provided that there is "expansion 
in the mean", the minorization condition can be proved. 
Let the interval [0, 1] be equipped with its Borel-a-algebra nd with the Lebesgue 
measure I/ as the reference measure. We assume that T is an S-zmimodal map on 
[0, 1], i.e. (see Collet and Eckmann, 1980, p. 94) 
(i) T is tmimodal, i.e. there is a point c~(O,  1) such that T is increasing on 10, c] 
and decreasing on [c, 1], and 
(ii) T has neqalive Schwarzian deri~atire, i.e. T is thrice continuously difl'erentiable 
and 
T'" 3 (T ' )2  <0" 
T' 2 \T ' J  
Further, we assume that T is ergodic and preserces a measure ~ which is ahsohm, lv 
conlinuous w.r.t. //. 
As regards to known results on S-unimodal maps we will refer to the monograph 
Collet and Eckmann (1980). As a reference for general results on ergodic theory we 
will use the monograph Parry (1981). 
For a recent treatment of one-dimensional dynamics ee also the monograph de Mel(; 
and van Srien (1993). Parts of our construction resemble the construction of local un- 
stable fibers for interval maps in Ledrappier (1981). The purpose of our construction. 
however, differs from Ledrappier (1981) in that we want only to establish the ba- 
sic minorization condition of Theorem 3. Therefore, we will present a self-contained 
construction. 
Let ~ be the partition {[0, c],(c, 1]} of [0,1]. It follows from Collet and Eckmann 
(1980, Theorem ii.5.3 and Proposition II.5.7) and from Parry (1981, Theorems 2.7 and 
4.3) that the (measure theoretic) entropy h(T)  of T is given by 
h(T)  := h(T, ~), 
where h(T,~) is the entropy of T w.r.t, the partition d: 
h(T ,Z)~ lim n-IH(~AT I~ . . .~T-"~)  
/t ~ -x  
(notation from Parry, 1981). We will assume that 
h(T) > 0. 
The orbits (T"(x); n =0,  1 .... ), .-c~ [0, l], form trivially a (deterministic) Markov 
chain. The associated transfer operator ~' is defined by 
_~'c(x)= ~ IT'(.v)l It'()'), /"ELI(I/). 
v: T(  i , )=v  
The fact that T preserves = can also be expressed as 
drc 
L/'p p, where p - -  dr/" 
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Let E - the  support of u. E is the conservative part (w.r.t. #) of [0, 1]. It is also 
invariant for T. By Blokh and Lyubich (1 987), E is an open set. 
Our main result concerning a S-unimodal maps is the following theorem: 
Theorem 6. Suppose that T & an ergodic S-unimodal transJormation on [0, 1] pre- 
serving an absolutely continuous (w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure) measure ~ and having 
strictly positive entropy. Then the dynamical system (Markov chain) X,-~ 
T(X~+_j ), X0 =x E [0, 1], is distributionally regenerative. Equivalently, the transfer op- 
erator 50 admits a recurrent matrix representation. 
Open problem. This result suggests the following general problem: Which dynamical 
systems are distributionally regenerative? 
Proof  of Theorem 6. The proof is divided into several lemmas. The first is concerned 
with the asymptotic properties of the derivatives of the iterates 7 n of 7'. 
A sequence (x , )C[0 ,1]  is called an orbit if x,+l =Tx, for all n. The collection 
of all orbits (x,; n E2V) is denoted by the symbol Q. Let iV,, :~-+[0 ,  1] denote the 
coordinate mapping 
Xn(c~)--x,, for co=(x,) .  
The invariant probability measure n induces a measure P on (2 under which (X,; n E 77) 
is a stationary ergodic sequence of random variables (in fact, a stationary deterministic 
Markov chain). Note that the backward orbits ()(,) defined by 
2,(~o) = x_ , (~o)  =x_,  
form a stationary sequence, too. Let us denote by ~_ the projection of IF on the set 
~2 of all backward orbits (x,; n <~ 0). 
We denote 
dT'(x)  -+ 
fn(x)--  ]~-~-x " 
Note that the nth iterate of the transfer operator 5 ° can be written as 
~f'v(x)= ~ f , (y)vO'  ). (4.1) 
3: T'~(Y) -x 
Let Xn -- T ' (x)  for n = 0, 1 . . . .  and 
~(x) - log IT'(x)l. 
Then 
n--I 
log f~(x) = - ~ ~(xm) 
m=0 
and hence by the ergodic theorem 
l i ln  n - I  l og f , (x )=- f=(y)~(dy)  for v-a.e.x. 
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It is well known (see e.g. Collet and Eckmann, 1980, p. 171) that, in fact, this limit 
is at most -h (T ) ,  which by our basic assumption is strictly negative. 
Clearly, 
n ( ) 
I./;i(x)l ~< ~ IT" (xm) l  exp -:~(x,,,) Z c~(X/) • (4.2) 
m=0 j=m 
Lemma 4.1. For P -a lmost  al l  <o_ -=(x_,,; n>~0): 
I . / . (x  ,,+l )l < ~.  MOo ) -  lira sup ": 
Proof. By (4.2) 
( ) I/2(x-,,+, )1 <~  Ir"(X-m)l exp -~(X_m) - -  ~(X_ / )  . 
m=0 i=( 
The assertion of the lemma follows from the bouudedness of T" and from the ergodic 
theorem (applied to the reversed sequence ()(,,)). [] 
Associated with every orbit (x,)C(2 there is its i t inerary  l(e~) (t,,(~o); n~Z)c  
{0. c, l} Z defined by 
z,,(~o) 0. c, or 1 according as x ,E[0 ,  c), x ,=c ,  or x ,~(c ,  1]. 
Note that, under P. 1=(1,~) is a stationary sequence. Note also that, since P{X,,=c} 0, 
1,~ 0 or l for all n (a.s.). 
m4p • . The itinerary of a finite length orbit Xm = (Xm,Xm+l . . . . .  Xm+p) is defined similarly. 
Associated with any sequence i°,,+l--" (i-,,+1 . . . . .  io) of O's and l 's  there are two 
intervals (open or empty): 
U i . . . .  ... ~ l ) -{xE[0 ,1 ] ;  there exists an orbit x ,~l 
with xo =x  and with itinerary i° ,,+1 }, 
J (  i° ,,+ l ) ± { Y ~ [0, 1]; there exists an orbit x':_,,+i 
with x- ,+l  = y and with itinerary i'_,, ~ I }. 
_ l t i  ° Note that T" is a homeomorphism from J ( i  ° ,+ l )  onto ~ ,,+l ). We denote the inverse 
of this map by the symbol ~i",,+,. It can be viewed as the inverse o/" T" ahmq the 
backward  i t inerary  i ° Its derivative is n+l • 
1 
I~/" ..+, (X)I = i T,,(4,~,L,,+, (x)) I = ,/;,(4'," ,,+, (x)) .  (4.3) 
Similarly, for any infinite sequence i "~  == (i,; n ~<0) of  O's and l 's  we set 
I t i "  " _ ~ , _~) - {x C [0, 1]; there exists an orbit x ~' 
(i.e. an element of  (2_) with x0 =x  and with itinerary i "~}.  
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Note that 
I ( i°-~)= n l(i°-n+l)" 
n 
Thus, I ( i °~)  is an interval too (empty, open, half-open or closed). Note that since 
there are no homtervals (see Collet and Eckmann, 1980, Section 5) it follows that 
sup IJ(i°_n+l )1 .L 0 as n ~ co. (4.4) 
We call a set A C {0, 1} ×z positive, if 
P{r~ cA} >0. 
Lemma 4.2. There is a positive set A and a non-zero interval (a,b) c [0, 1] such that 
(a,b)cI( i°_~) for all i °~ EA. 
Proof. The fact that the entropy h(T)=h(T,~) is positive means (see Parry, 1981, 
p. 60) that the itinerary process (t ,)  is non-deterministic, i.e. the forward itinerary t~ 
is not a function of the backward itinerary t °~.  Thus, for some positive set B, for all 
i ° CB, - -00  
P{Xo<a' l t°_~ =i°~}>0 
and 
P{X0 >b '  [ l°_~ = i°o~} >0 
for some 0 ~< a~ = dU ° ~)  < b ~ = bt(i°_~) ~< 1. Since each such interval (a', b ~) contains 
a non-zero interval with rational endpoints it follows that there is a positive subset 
A C B and non-zero interval (a,b) (independent of i°~c) such that 
P{X0 <a ] t °~ = i~} >0 
and 
P{Xo>bl t°~ =i°~}>0 (4.5) 
for all i °~.  But (4.5) clearly implies that the interval I ( i °~)  contains (a,b). [~ 
Let 3>0 be a (small) fixed constant. By Lemma 4.1 and Egorov's theorem there 
exists a constant M = M~ < oc, an integer N N,~ and subset A C ~_  such that P_ (A) 
_ O > 1 fi and for all backward orbits co -x_~ E A, 
If~(x_,~+l)l<~M for all n>-N. (4.6) 
For the given fixed 3,M and N, let A, in fact, be the set of all backward orbits x~,  
satisfying (4.6). 
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Let x E [0, 1] ad i~  c {0, 1} ~ . We will regard also the pair (x, i~. ~)  as a backward 
orbit provided that i~'~ is the itinerary of some ~,~ x~'~ ~ 12_ with xo x. This is 
justified by the fact that we have the isomorphism 
Lemma 4.3. Let A be as in Lemma 4.2, and ~ and A as above. Suppose thai 
~<P{z"~CA}.  There exist a positive set CC{0,1}  XZ and a non-zero interra/ 
1 C [0, 1] such that 
l ( i '~)D l  and (x , i °~)cA  
/or all i" ~ c X and x c l. 
Proof. Let (a,h) be as in Lemma 4.2, i.e. 
l (U~)D(a ,b )  for all i °~EA.  
For any i "~ ¢ A denote 
A( i "~) -  {xC[0, l]; (x , i °~)¢A}.  
We claim that A( i °~)  is a subinterval of I ( i£~)  (possibly empty or a singleton). 
By the definitions, A(i"~) is a subset of l(i°~), in order to see that it is an interval. 
note first that 
A( i "~ )= N A("l(i""+l )' 
n ~ N 
where 
A~"'(i",,+ ~)- {xe [0, 1]; I.f,~(~,z-~,(x)l <~M}. 
(Recall that ~r' , is the inverse of T" along the backward itinerary i~',_ I.) 
Let t: l.~,tr: .... ) ( the indicator of the interval J,,(i~' ,,+l )). Then by (4.1) 
{ .L,(~-,,+l(x)) for x ~ l(iS,, ~1 ), 
~"  t~(x ) = 0 otherwise. 
Let h -- log f "v  (restricted to the interval (i"_,,+t )). Because the Schwarzian derivative 
of f is negative, the function (~nv) -  -: e (l:2)h is concave (see Collet and Eckmann. 
1980, p. 160), whence 
h i' ~> ½h '2 ~>0. 
Thus, h logjl, O~r, is convex and h' - . / )~ o ~9 . . . .  is monotone (recall (4.3)). This 
implies that the set AOO(i°_,,~l) is an interval. By (4.6), A( i ! '~)  is an interval too. 
Let 6<P{t '~.~ CA}. It follows that 
0 < ?{(xo, tS~)cA ,  tS~A} 
= / A(i . . . . .  i ° }?{ o ~di"  
, I t  
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so that 
•{X0 ~ A(i°_oo)l t~  = i °~} >0 
on a positive set of backward itineraries i °~ ~A. Since the distribution ~ = 0z{X0 E-} 
is absolutely continuous w.r.t. /x =the Lebesgue measure, it follows that there is a 
positive set B CA such that 
p(A(i°_~))>O for i °~ EB, 
i.e. A( i °~)  is a non-zero interval for i °~ ~B. Arguing as in the end of the proof of 
Lemma 4.2 we can find an interval I contained in l ( i °~)  for i ° ~ C C = some positive 
set. [] 
Lemma 4.4. There exist a constant fl >0 and probability density w E c61 such that 
for every i °~ EC, n>~O, 
5f" gi. ,,+~ >~ flw. 
Proof. Suppose that i °~ E C, n>-N, and let 
If~(~_°,,+,(x))i ~<M forxE I  cf. (4.6). 
Letting g-  giL, we have 
{" Z f,,(Oi",,+,(x)) for xCI, 
50"g(x) = 0 otherwise. 
(Here Z is the norming constant = J ) ,L  o ~i" .... = #(~bi<, +, ( I ) . )  By (4 .3 )  
d~lOg d"g(x)  = If'(~'i" ,,+, (x)l ~<M x E for I. 
Since sup Sng~> 1, it follows that 
inf LPn g(x ) ~ e -M'u(l) > O, 
xCl 
which proves the assertion of the lemma. [] 
After the last lemma the result of  Theorem 6 will follow immediately from 
Theorem 3. 
Lemma 4.5. The collection {gi<,_,~+, ; i°~o E C} forms a countable base Jor the cone 
cg+ of l.s.c, functions on the set E. 
Proof. Let us denote by t~'(x) the itinerary of the orbit (x, T(x) . . . . .  Tm(x)) .  Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that the interval I appearing in Lemma 4.3 is of 
the form 
t {x~[0,1];  ,~'(x)=i~'} 
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for some fixed m, i~{'. So the intervals ~,. (1) can be written in the form 
"+m-l(x)=-im~ CC}.  ~#,,, (s)={x~[O,l] ;  ~o 
Now, by ergodicity and Poincar6's recurrence theorem 
• o ,,+,,, t .... for some t ~ for inlinitely many n (a.s.), ~. ~/  ~c. 
and. hence, 
t[i ~''' i~c( " )  for infinitely many n (a.s.), (4.71 
where 
CC, ,~._{ / "  . . . . . . . . . . .  "-- . m--m÷ 1, .1 ~ ¢ C ,  J -m 10 }" 
For any k~>l, xC[0,1],  let 
r~(x) inf{n~>k; t'¢i + .... l (x)~C/ 'n}.  
By (4.7) r~(x) is finite for all k>~l, ~-a.e.x. 
Now, for each n>~ 1 and i~  c C the set 
da. ( i " , ,+ , ) -{x~[0 ,1 ] ;  r~.(x)--n, t/i F"' I(x) ira,,+,} 
is an empty set or an interval. For a fixed k, they are disjoint, and due to the (hci 
that rx(x) is finite 7r-a.e., their union covers the open set E -  the support of ~. Since, 
clearly . lk(i{',,~i ) CJ ( im+l  ), it follows from (4.4) that the collection {.q,..,,, } f'ornls a 
base (for 1.s.c. fimctions on E). 
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